SCE and SJP
Rate Matrix
Rate Class

SCE Rate Schedule

SJP Rate Schedule

D-CARE*
D-CARE
D-FERA*
D
D-SDP*
D
DE*
D
DM
D
DMS-1*
D
DOMESTIC
D
TD-A-C-SDP
TOU-D-A
TD-B-C-SDP
TOU-D-B
TOU-D-A*
TOU-D-A
Residential
TOU-D-B*
TOU-D-B
TOU-D-T*
TOU-D-T
TOU-D-1-P*
D
TOU-D-2-P*
D
TOU-D-4*
D
TOU-D-5*
D
TOU-DE-A*
TOU-D-A
TOU-DE-B*
TOU-D-B
TOU-DE-T*
TOU-D-T
TOU-DT-C-SDP
TOU-D-T
GS-1
TOU-GS-1-A
GS-2
TOU-GS-2-A
TGS3-CPP
TOU-GS-3-B
TOU-GS1A*
TOU-GS-1-A
TOU-GS1B*
TOU-GS-1-B
TOU-GS2A*
TOU-GS-2-A
TOU-GS2B*
TOU-GS-2-B
TOU-GS2R*
TOU-GS-2-A
TOU-GS3-A
TOU-GS-3-A
Commercial and Industrial
TOU-GS3-B*
TOU-GS-3-B
TOU-GS3-R
TOU-GS-3-A
TOU-GS3A-AE
TOU-GS-3-A
TOU-GS3B-AE
TOU-GS-3-B
TOU-GS3R-AE
TOU-GS-3-A
TOU-8-B-SEC
TOU-8-SEC-B
TOU-8-A-PRI
TOU-8-PRI-A
TOU-8-B-APSE-SEC
TOU-8-SEC-B
TOU-8-R-SEC
TOU-8-SEC-R
TOU-PA2A
TOU-PA-2-A
TOU-PA2B
TOU-PA-2-B
Agriculture and Pumping
TOU-PA3B
TOU-PA-3-B
TPA2-SOP1
TOU-PA-2-SOP-1
AL-2
LS-1
LS-1-ALLNITE
LS-1
DWL-A
LS-1
LS-2*
LS-1
Street and Outdoor Lighting
LS-3*
LS-1
OL-1
LS-1
OL-1-ALLNITE
LS-1
TC-1
TC-1
* SCE rates collapsed to the root level to simplify the presentation. For example, customers on the D-FERA-SDP-O rate should use the
D-FERA rate for comparison to the CCA rate.

RESIDENTIAL
DOMESTIC / D
2019 Schedule D
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
SJP Future Premium
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.08463
$0.11642
NA
$0.20105
NA
$128.07

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.09022
$0.11642
$0.00783
$0.21447
NA
$136.62

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.09581
$0.11642
$0.01566
$0.22789
NA
$145.17

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.06301
$0.11139
$0.02146
$0.19586
NA
$124.76

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06301
$0.11139
$0.02146
$0.19586
$10.00
$134.76

Monthly Usage: 637 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical Schedule D residential customer within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto with an average
monthly consumption of 637 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable SCE Schedule D
(non-CARE) service accounts within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

RESIDENTIAL
D / D-PRI
2019 Schedule D-PRI
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
SJP Future Premium
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.08589
$0.11642
NA
$0.20231
NA
$128.87

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.09148
$0.11642
$0.00783
$0.21573
NA
$137.42

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.09707
$0.11642
$0.01566
$0.22915
NA
$145.97

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.06049
$0.11139
$0.02147
$0.19335
NA
$123.16

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06049
$0.11139
$0.02147
$0.19335
$10.00
$133.16

Monthly Usage: 637 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical Schedule D-PRI residential customer within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto with an
average monthly consumption of 637 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable SCE
Schedule D (non-CARE) service accounts within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

RESIDENTIAL
D-CARE / D-CARE
2019 Schedule D-CARE
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
SJP Future Premium
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.08463
$0.05090
NA
$0.13553
NA
$86.33

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.09022
$0.05090
$0.00783
$0.14895
NA
$94.88

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.09581
$0.05090
$0.01566
$0.16237
N/A
$103.43

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.06301
$0.04587
$0.02146
$0.13034
NA
$83.03

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06301
$0.04587
$0.02146
$0.13034
$5.00
$88.03

Monthly Usage: 637 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical Schedule D residential CARE customer within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto with an
average monthly consumption of 637 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable SCE DCARE service accounts within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

RESIDENTIAL
TOU-D-A
2019 Schedule TOU-D-A
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
SJP Future Premium
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable

$0.08455
$0.12930
NA
$0.21385
NA
$136.22

$0.09014
$0.12930
$0.00783
$0.22727
NA
$144.77

$0.09573
$0.12930
$0.01566
$0.24069
NA
$153.32

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.06172
$0.12381
$0.02146
$0.20699
NA
$131.85

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06172
$0.12381
$0.02146
$0.20699
$10.00
$141.85

Monthly Usage: 637 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical Schedule TOU-D-B residential customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly
consumption of 637 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable SCE Schedule TOU-D-A
(non-CARE) service accounts within SCE's service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

RESIDENTIAL
TOU-D-A-CARE
2019 Schedule TOU-D-A
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
SJP Future Premium
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable

$0.08455
$0.06289
NA
$0.14744
NA
$93.92

$0.09014
$0.06289
$0.00783
$0.16086
NA
$102.47

$0.09573
$0.06289
$0.01566
$0.17428
NA
$111.02

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.06172
$0.05925
$0.02146
$0.14243
NA
$90.73

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06172
$0.05925
$0.02146
$0.14243
$5.00
$95.73

Monthly Usage: 637 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical Schedule TOU-D-B residential customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly
consumption of 637 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable SCE Schedule TOU-D-ACARE service accounts within SCE's service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

RESIDENTIAL
TOU-D-B/TOU-D-B
2019 Schedule TOU-D-B
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
SJP Future Premium
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.08931
$0.12270
NA
$0.21201
NA
$135.05

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.09490
$0.12270
$0.00783
$0.22543
NA
$143.60

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.10049
$0.12270
$0.01566
$0.23885
NA
$152.15

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.06759
$0.11767
$0.02150
$0.20676
NA
$131.71

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06759
$0.11767
$0.02150
$0.20676
$10.00
$141.71

Monthly Usage: 637 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical Schedule TOU-D-B residential customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly
consumption of 637 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable SCE Schedule TOU-D-B (nonCARE) service accounts within SCE's service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

RESIDENTIAL
TOU-D-B-CARE/TOU-D-B
2019 Schedule TOU-D-B CARE
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
SJP Future Premium
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.08931
$0.05679
NA
$0.14610
NA
$93.07

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.09490
$0.05679
$0.00783
$0.15952
NA
$101.61

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.10049
$0.05679
$0.01566
$0.17294
NA
$110.16

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.06759
$0.05316
$0.02150
$0.14225
NA
$90.61

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06759
$0.05316
$0.02150
$0.14225
$5.00
$95.61

Monthly Usage: 637 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical Schedule TOU-D-B residential customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly
consumption of 637 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable SCE Schedule TOU-D-BCARE service accounts within SCE's service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers..

RESIDENTIAL
TOU-D-T/TOU-D-T
2019 Schedule TOU-D-T
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
SJP Future Premium
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.09120
$0.12890
NA
$0.22010
NA
$140.20

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.09679
$0.12890
$0.00783
$0.23352
NA
$148.75

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.10238
$0.12890
$0.01566
$0.24694
NA
$157.30

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.06937
$0.12387
$0.02152
$0.21476
NA
$136.80

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06937
$0.12387
$0.02152
$0.21476
$10.00
$146.80

Monthly Usage: 637 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical Schedule D residential customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly
consumption of 637 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable SCE Schedule TOU-D-T(nonCARE) service accounts within SCE's service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

RESIDENTIAL
TOU-D-T-CARE/TOU-D-T
2019 Schedule TOU-D-T
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
SJP Future Premium
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.09120
$0.06076
NA
$0.15196
NA
$96.80

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.09679
$0.06076
$0.00783
$0.16538
NA
$105.35

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.10238
$0.06076
$0.01566
$0.17880
NA
$113.90

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.06937
$0.05712
$0.02152
$0.14801
NA
$94.28

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06937
$0.05712
$0.02152
$0.14801
$5.00
$99.28

Monthly Usage: 637 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical Schedule D residential customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly
consumption of 637 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable SCE Schedule TOU-D-TCARE service accounts within SCE's service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
TOU-GS1A/TOU-GS-1-A
2019 Schedule TOU-GS-1-A
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.08665
$0.09601
NA
$0.18266
$184.12

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.08942
$0.09601
$0.00501
$0.19044
$191.96

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.09219
$0.09601
$0.01002
$0.19822
$199.81

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.07199
$0.09098
$0.01584
$0.17881
$180.24

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.08699
$0.09098
$0.01584
$0.19381
$195.36

Monthly Usage: 1,008 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical small commercial customer within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto with an average
monthly consumption of 1,008 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable SCE TOU-GS-1-A
and GS-1 service accounts within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
TOU-GS1B/TOU-GS-1-B
2019 Schedule TOU-GS-1-B

SCE

Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

$0.08025
$0.07031
NA
$0.15056
$151.76

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.08302
$0.07031
$0.00501
$0.15834
$159.61

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.08579
$0.07031
$0.01002
$0.16612
$167.45

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.06576
$0.06528
$0.01578
$0.14682
$147.99

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.08076
$0.06528
$0.01578
$0.16182
$163.11

Monthly Usage: 1,008 kWh Monthly Demand: 3 kW
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical small commercial customer within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto with an average
monthly consumption of 1,008 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable SCE TOU-GS-1-B
service accounts within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
TOU-GS2A / TOU-GS-2-A
2019 Schedule TOU-GS-2-A
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.08017
$0.07551
NA
$0.15568
$2,013.41

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.08564
$0.07551
$0.00653
$0.16768
$2,168.61

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.09111
$0.07551
$0.01305
$0.17967
$2,323.67

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.06191
$0.07048
$0.01881
$0.15120
$1,955.47

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.07691
$0.07048
$0.01881
$0.16620
$2,149.46

Monthly Usage: 12,933 kWh Monthly Demand: 36 kW
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical large commercial customer within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto with an average
monthly consumption of 12,933 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable TOU-GS-2-A
service accounts within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
TOU-GS2B / TOU-GS-2-B
2019 Schedule TOU-GS-2-B
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.07780
$0.07551
$0.00653
$0.15984
$2,067.21

SCE
$0.07233
$0.07551
NA
$0.14784
$1,912.01

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.08327
$0.07551
$0.01305
$0.17183
$2,222.28

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.05427
$0.07048
$0.01874
$0.14349
$1,855.76

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06927
$0.07048
$0.01874
$0.15849
$2,049.75

Monthly Usage: 12,933 kWh Monthly Demand: 36 kW
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical large commercial customer within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto with an average
monthly consumption of 12,933 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable TOU-GS-2-B
service accounts within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
TOU-GS3A / TOU-GS-3-A
2019 Schedule TOU-GS-3-A
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.07479
$0.06916
NA
$0.14395
$11,111.64

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.08188
$0.06916
$0.00540
$0.15644
$12,075.76

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.08897
$0.06916
$0.01079
$0.16892
$13,039.10

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.05948
$0.06413
$0.01650
$0.14011
$10,815.23

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.07448
$0.06413
$0.01650
$0.15511
$11,973.10

Monthly Usage: 77,191 kWh Monthly Demand: 218 kW
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical large commercial customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly consumption of
77,191 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable TOU-GS-3-A service accounts within
SCE's service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
TOU-GS3B / TOU-GS-3-B
2019 Schedule TOU-GS-3-B
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.07130
$0.06916
NA
$0.14046
$10,842.25

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.07839
$0.06916
$0.00540
$0.15295
$11,806.36

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.08548
$0.06916
$0.01079
$0.16543
$12,769.71

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.05608
$0.06413
$0.01647
$0.13668
$10,550.47

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.07108
$0.06413
$0.01647
$0.15168
$11,708.33

Monthly Usage: 77,191 kWh Monthly Demand: 218 kW
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical large commercial customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly consumption of
77,191 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable TOU-GS-3-B service accounts within
SCE's service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
TOU-8-SEC-B/ TOU-8-SEC-B
2019 Schedule TOU-8-SEC-B
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.06520
$0.05737
NA
$0.12257
$35,209.95

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.07445
$0.05737
$0.00471
$0.13653
$39,220.15

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.08369
$0.05737
$0.00941
$0.15047
$43,224.61

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.05184
$0.05234
$0.01503
$0.11921
$34,244.74

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06684
$0.05234
$0.01503
$0.13421
$38,553.70

Monthly Usage: 287,264 kWh Monthly Demand: 581 kW
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical industrial customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly consumption of 287,264
kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable TOU-8-SEC-B service accounts within SCE's
service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
TOU-8-PRI-A/ TOU-8-PRI-A
2019 Schedule TOU-8-PRI-A
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.06626
$0.05075
NA
$0.11701
$86,825.52

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.07761
$0.05075
$0.00436
$0.13272
$98,482.89

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.08896
$0.05075
$0.00872
$0.14843
$110,140.26

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.05373
$0.04572
$0.01435
$0.11380
$84,443.58

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06873
$0.04572
$0.01435
$0.12880
$95,574.11

Monthly Usage: 742,035 kWh Monthly Demand: 1,398 kW
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical industrial customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly consumption of
742,035, kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable TOU-8-PRI-A service accounts within
SCE's service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
TOU-8-SEC-R/ TOU-8-SEC-R
2019 Schedule TOU-8-SEC-R
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.06947
$0.05894
NA
$0.12841
$36,887.57

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.07872
$0.05894
$0.00471
$0.14237
$40,897.78

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.08796
$0.05894
$0.00941
$0.15631
$44,902.24

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.05600
$0.05391
$0.01507
$0.12498
$35,902.25

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.07100
$0.05391
$0.01507
$0.13998
$40,211.21

Monthly Usage: 287,264 kWh Monthly Demand: 581 kW
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical industrial customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly consumption of 287,264
kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable TOU-8-SEC-R service accounts within SCE's
service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

AGRICULTURE
TOU-PA2A / TOU-PA-2-A
2019 Schedule TOU-PA-2-A
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.06677
$0.04308
NA
$0.10985
$987.33

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.07500
$0.04308
$0.00485
$0.12293
$1,104.89

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.08322
$0.04308
$0.00970
$0.13600
$1,222.37

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.05302
$0.03805
$0.01534
$0.10641
$956.41

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06802
$0.03805
$0.01534
$0.12141
$1,091.23

Monthly Usage: 8,988 kWh Monthly Demand: 18 kW
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical agricultural customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly consumption of
8,988 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable TOU-PA-2-A service accounts within the
jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

AGRICULTURE
TOU-PA2B / TOU-PA-2-B
2019 Schedule TOU-PA-2-B
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.05836
$0.04308
NA
$0.10144
$911.74

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.06659
$0.04308
$0.00485
$0.11452
$1,029.31

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.07481
$0.04308
$0.00970
$0.12759
$1,146.78

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.04482
$0.03805
$0.01526
$0.09813
$881.99

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.05982
$0.03805
$0.01526
$0.11313
$1,016.81

Monthly Usage: 8,988 kWh Monthly Demand: 18 kW
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical agricultural customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly consumption of 8,988
kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable TOU-PA-2-B service accounts within the
jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

AGRICULTURE
TOU-PA3B / TOU-PA-3-B
2019 Schedule TOU-PA-3-B
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.05294
$0.04413
NA
$0.09707
$7,367.03

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.06841
$0.04413
$0.00314
$0.11568
$8,779.42

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.08388
$0.04413
$0.00627
$0.13428
$10,191.05

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.04380
$0.03910
$0.01178
$0.09468
$7,185.64

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.05880
$0.03910
$0.01178
$0.10968
$8,324.05

Monthly Usage: 75,894 kWh Monthly Demand: 176 kW
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical agricultural customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly consumption of
75,894 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable TOU-PA-3-B service accounts within
SCE's service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

AGRICULTURE
TOU-PA2-SOP1 / TOU-PA-2-SOP-1
2019 Schedule TOU-PA-2-SOP-1
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.05987
$0.04308
NA
$0.10295
$925.31

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.06810
$0.04308
$0.00485
$0.11603
$1,042.88

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.07632
$0.04308
$0.00970
$0.12910
$1,160.35

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.04628
$0.03805
$0.01527
$0.09960
$895.20

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06128
$0.03805
$0.01527
$0.11460
$1,030.02

Monthly Usage: 8,988 kWh Monthly Demand: 18 kW
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical agricultural customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly consumption of 8,988
kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable TOU-PA2-SOP1 service accounts within SCE's
service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

STREET AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING
AL-2 / LS-1
2019 Schedule LS-1
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.04619
$0.03452
NA
$0.08071
$92.41

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.06861
$0.03452
($0.00003)
$0.10310
$118.05

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.09102
$0.03452
($0.00006)
$0.12548
$143.67

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.04382
$0.02949
$0.00539
$0.07870
$90.11

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.05882
$0.02949
$0.00539
$0.09370
$107.29

Monthly Usage: 1,145 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical street and outdoor lighting customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly
consumption of 1,145 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable AL-2 service accounts
within SCE's service territory and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers taxes
owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF surcharge
which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

STREET AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING
LS-1 / LS-1
2019 Schedule LS-1
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.04491
$0.03315
NA
$0.07806
$89.38

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.04382
$0.02812
$0.00538
$0.07732
$88.53

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.05882
$0.02812
$0.00538
$0.09232
$105.71

Monthly Usage: 1,145 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical street and outdoor lighting customer within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto with an
average monthly consumption of 1,145 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable LS-1
service accounts within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional 100% Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers
taxes owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF
surcharge which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

STREET AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING
LS-3-B / LS-1
2019 Schedule LS-1
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.04619
$0.03452
NA
$0.08071
$92.41

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.06861
$0.03452
($0.00003)
$0.10310
$118.05

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.09102
$0.03452
($0.00006)
$0.12548
$143.67

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.04382
$0.02949
$0.00539
$0.07870
$90.11

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.05882
$0.02949
$0.00539
$0.09370
$107.29

Monthly Usage: 1,145 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical street and outdoor lighting customer within SCE's service territory with an average monthly
consumption of 1,145 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable LS-3 service accounts
within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional 100% Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers
taxes owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF
surcharge which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

STREET AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING
OL-1 / LS-1
2019 Schedule LS-1
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.04491
$0.03315
NA
$0.07806
$89.38

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.04382
$0.02812
$0.00538
$0.07732
$88.53

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.05882
$0.02812
$0.00538
$0.09232
$105.71

Monthly Usage: 1,145 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical street and outdoor lighting customer within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto with an
average monthly consumption of 1,145 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable OL-1
service accounts within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional 100% Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers
taxes owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF
surcharge which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

STREET AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING
TC-1 / TC-1
2019 Schedule TC-1
Generation Rate ($/kWh)
SCE Delivery Rate ($/kWh)
Surcharges ($/kWh)
Total Costs ($/kWh)
Average Monthly Bill ($)

SCE
$0.06465
$0.12231
NA
$0.18696
$58.89

SCE Green Rate
50% Renewable
$0.07676
$0.12231
$0.00354
$0.20261
$63.82

SCE Green Rate
100% Renewable
$0.08887
$0.12231
$0.00707
$0.21825
$68.75

SJP Prime Power
35% Renewable
$0.05421
$0.11728
$0.01269
$0.18418
$58.02

SJP PureGreen
100% Renewable
$0.06921
$0.11728
$0.01269
$0.19918
$62.74

Monthly Usage: 315 kWh
Rates are current as of January 1, 2019
*This comparison illustrates the estimated electricity costs for a typical street and outdoor lighting customer within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto with an
average monthly consumption of 315 kilowatt-hours (kWh). This comparison is based on billed usage from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 for all applicable TC-1
service accounts within the jurisdiction of the City of San Jacinto and SJP's published rates as of January 1, 2019.
Generation Rate reflects the cost of producing or purchasing electricity to power your home. This rate will vary depending on your service provider and rate plan.
SCE Delivery Rate is a charge assessed by SCE to deliver electricity to your home. This rate depends on usage.
Surcharges represents the Cost Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) and Franchise Fee (FF) that are applicable to Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) customers. The CRS
includes the Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), which is either a charge or credit, designed to ensure that SCE’s previously committed generation resource costs
are not shifted to SCE’s remaining customers. SCE bundled customers who participate in SCE’s optional 100% Green Rate program also pay a PCIA charge. The FF recovers
taxes owed to a city in exchange for allowing SCE to utilize electrical distribution lines throughout the property of the city. SCE acts as the collection agency for the FF
surcharge which is levied by cities and counties for all customers.

